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Darkflash DN 240 CPU liquid cooling (black)

Darkflash DN 240 computer water cooler (black)
Keep your computer's CPU at the right temperature with the Darkflash DN 240 water cooler. With 2 fans of 120 mm each and a copper
base, it efficiently dissipates heat while operating extremely quietly. In addition, the colorful ARGB backlighting will add an original touch
to your computer, creating stunning visual effects. The product is compatible with both Intel and AMD processors.
 
2 120 mm fans
2 120 mm fans and quality hydraulic  bearing ensure efficient  CPU cooling (up to 1.6 l/min).  Thanks to special  anti-vibration pads,  the
noise level is low, at only about 30 dBA. In addition, the fans support PWM function, automatically adjusting their speed (800-1800 RPM)
according to the CPU temperature.
 
Optimal cooling
Copper cooling base, hydraulic bearing, efficient pump and durable tubes ensure efficient heat dissipation and extended unit life of up to
40,000 h. The heatsink's heavy-duty aluminum design ensures optimal airflow and eliminates the risk of leaks.
 
Hassle-free installation
The  cooling  unit  is  compatible  with  various  Intel  and  AMD  processor  models,  and  its  installation  is  simple.  Synchronization  with  the
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motherboard via a 3 pin 5 V connector is possible.  In addition, ARGB backlighting gives the computer a modern touch - up to 16.8 million
colors are available.
 
Included
water coolingIntel and AMD mounting kitset of screwsDP5 thermal conductive paste
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelNEBULA  DN240Cooling  typewaterColorblackNumber  of  fans2Fan  dimensions120  ×  120  ×  27  mmBearing
typehydraulic bearingFan speed800 ~ 1800 ± 10% rpm max.Air flow rate61.7 CFM max.Fan noise level max.30 dBAAir pressure1.26 mm
H2O max.Dimensions of the heat sink275 × 120 × 27 mmTube dimensions12 × 400 mmHeat sink materialaluminumDimensions of water
block86  ×  72  ×  59  mmPump  speed2400  ±  10%  rpmMaximum  noise  level  of  the  pump30  dBASupply  voltage12  VService  life40  000
hConnector3 pinBacklightingARGBCompatibilityIntel: 115X/1200/1700; AMD: AM5/AM4/AM3/AM3+/AM2/AM2+/FM2/FM1

Preço:

€ 78.50

Jogos, Cooling, Active cooling
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